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September 2017. Following a successful summer collection of impressive underwear and swimwear, Modus
Vivendi is excited to welcome the Desert Line making an impressive debut. After an artistic reinternment, the
classic camouflage print, is presented in the Desert Line with exciting enhancements and a spectacular new
look for all pieces from briefs to hoodies.

Christos Bompitsos` inspiration, the Greek wilderness, from sandy landscapes to rocky Mountains in Meteora
Greece, enabling the complete revamp of the so called military style will now offer the ideal accompaniment
to Modus Vivendi` ‘Lifestyle’. This concept has already proven hugely successful, with highlights including the
Camo brief and boxer. Committed to high quality and the local manufacturing, Modus Vivendi ensures the
inclusion of local produce on all its products.

Meteora is a truly inspiring and sensational setting of overwhelming rock formations in Central Greece. These
gigantic rocks are decorated with historical monasteries, (included in the World Heritage List of Unesco) which
were built by monks who were previously hermits in the area, living in individual caves. This magical place has
been used for some episodes of the series ‘Game of Thrones’.

Designs include underwear, sportswear and streetwear featuring camouflage print. The Desert Line consists of
jockstraps, tanga, bottomless, briefs, boxers (cotton elastane fabric); tanktops, shirts, singlets (light weight
fabric); shorts, pants (light weight fabric); hoodie, fur pants (printed faux fur).

The Desert line is a true testament to the outstanding value offered by Modus Vivendi Lifestyle promise and
will wake up your will to fight for your way of life.
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UNBTim
Tim is the founder and editor of Underwear News Briefs. He has been an avid
underwear fan since the age of 14! He founded UNB in 2008 and has continued
to broaden his underwear love over the years
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